Henrique Bursztyn: Quasi-Poisson manifolds (introduced by Alekseev, Kosmann-Schwarzbach and Meinrenken) arise as semiclassical limits of quasi-Hopf algebras and provide an atractive framework for the study of the symplectic/Poisson geometry of certain moduli spaces in gauge theory (via the theory of group-valued momentum maps). In this talk, I will show how quasi-Poisson manifolds can be naturally described in terms of Dirac structures, and how this point of view sheds light on many of their properties (e.g. their decomposition on leaves analogous to the symplectic foliation of a Poisson manifold). If time permits I will discuss the close connection between Dirac geometry and the hamiltonian theory of quasi-Poisson actions.
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Matt West (Aeronautics and Astronautics, Stanford) Asynchronous variational integrators Abstracts Henrique Bursztyn: Quasi-Poisson manifolds (introduced by Alekseev, Kosmann-Schwarzbach and Meinrenken) arise as semiclassical limits of quasi-Hopf algebras and provide an atractive framework for the study of the symplectic/Poisson geometry of certain moduli spaces in gauge theory (via the theory of group-valued momentum maps). In this talk, I will show how quasi-Poisson manifolds can be naturally described in terms of Dirac structures, and how this point of view sheds light on many of their properties (e.g. their decomposition on leaves analogous to the symplectic foliation of a Poisson manifold). If time permits I will discuss the close connection between Dirac geometry and the hamiltonian theory of quasi-Poisson actions.
Matt West
Variational Integrators are discretizations of Lagrangian ordinary or partial differential equations based on direct discretizations of Hamilton's principle. They automatically preserve symplectic structures for ODEs and satisfy integral multi-symplectic principles for PDEs, and can readily be designed to preserve momentum maps. Many standard existing methods are in fact variational, including the popular solidmechanics Newmark code.
In this talk we present a class of variational integrators for hyperbolic Lagrangian PDEs that use fully asynchronous spacetime meshes. These Asynchronous Variational Integrators permit the use of locally adapted timesteps that conform to spatially adapted meshes, such as are common in 3D finite element codes. They have a discrete multi-symplectic structure, which results in excellent energy and momentum conservation. Numerical results are presented for some solid mechanics problems.
There will be a dinner at 6:00 Please contact alanw@math.berkeley.edu to arrange parking.
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